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Music played a central role in the thought of existentialist philosopher Gabriel Marcel (1889-1973). One of the most tantalizing claims he made in a set of conversations with Paul Ricoeur. Employing a geographic metaphor, he claimed that philosophy was the continent of his work while his plays formed the off-shore islands; but what was deepest was music as the water that conjoins the two.1 One who wishes to understand how he thought of music will find that his philosophical writings contain only a few, quasi-aphoristic, though significantly penetrating things about the nature of music and its relation to his thought. Disappointingly, neither his short “An Essay in Autobiography” of 19472 nor his larger autobiography of 1971, Awakenings,3 adds much to that beyond a few remarks. But the latter work makes reference to an article, “La musique dans mon vie et mon oeuvre,” a lecture he delivered in Vienna in 1959, that turned out to be a significantly richer source.4 And if one turns to his bibliography, one discovers that, as a music critic, Marcel published over 100 items on music—including “Musique dans mon vie”!5 None of them are available in English. Those of greater length and philosophical interest were gathered together, along with several shorter representative pieces, in the work entitled L’esthétique musicale de Gabriel Marcel that appeared in the Presence de Gabriel Marcel series .6

In order to enrich and deepen the appreciation of Marcel’s thought in the English-speaking world by following up his understanding of the central role of music in his thought, but also to underscore the central importance of the aesthetic in human experience,7 we have selected the main articles that appeared in that work for translation here. Marcel complained that (as of 1959) commentators had not paid significant attention to the close connection between music and philosophy. The present text should remedy that.
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Introduction to Computational Modeling Using C and Open-Source Tools (Chapman & Hall/CRC Computational Science)CRC Press, 2013

	Introduction to Computational Modeling Using C and Open-Source Tools presents the fundamental principles of computational models from a computer science perspective. It explains how to implement these models using the C programming language. The software tools used in the book include the Gnu Scientific Library (GSL), which...
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Programming Flex 2: The comprehensive guide to creating rich media applications with Adobe FlexO'Reilly, 2007

	Is there an easier way to build and deliver rich internet applications (RIAs) other than the Flash IDE or Ajax? Absolutely. With Adobe Flex 2, the Flex 2 SDK, and this book, you have all you need to build RIAs. Programming Flex 2 offers you plenty of practical and useful examples that reveal how and why to use a particular feature of Flex 2,...
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Practical Statecharts in C/C++: Quantum Programming for Embedded Systems with CDROMCMP Books, 2002

	'Downright revolutionary... the title is a major understatement... 'Quantum Programming' may ultimately change the way embedded software is designed.' -- Michael Barr, Editor-in-Chief, Embedded Systems Programming magazine (Click here

	

	Practical Statecharts in C/C++ illustrates how to...
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McGraw-Hill Concise Encyclopedia of Science & Technology, Fifth EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Thoroughly revised and updated, this new edition is based on the content of the world-renowned McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science & Technology, Ninth Edition, the most widely used science reference of its kind. Readers will find concise, authoritative, and up-to-date articles on every major field of science and technology -- by...
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Dreamweaver in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2001
Dreamweaver in a Nutshell is a quick desktop reference for both new and experienced Dreamweaver developers. It covers everything from the basics to advanced topics, including navigation bars, image maps, modifications with XML, style sheets, positioning elements, HTML cleanup tools, and ways to extend Dreamweaver...
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Designing Embedded Communications SoftwareCMP Books, 2003
Create network communications software with a thorough understanding of the essential system-level design and implementation choices and how they affect the performance and maintainability of your embedded system. An examination of the OSI 7-layer model serves as a starting point for a logical partitioning of software functionality in a...
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